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Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are widely used in
organic electronic devices. The electronic, magnetic, and optical
properties of PAHs can be tuned by structural modifications to
the aromatic backbone to introduce an inherent distortion from
planarity, such as bending or twisting. However, it remains
difficult to isolate and control the effects of such distortions.
Here, we sought to understand how backbone twisting and
bending affect the electronic properties of acenes, as models
for larger PAHs. We found that, even when highly distorted
from planarity (30° per ring), acenes maintain their aromatic

character and π orbital delocalization with minor mixing of the
σ and π orbitals. In addition, the energy gap between the
HOMO and LUMO decreases with increasing twist, while the
gap is hardly affected by bending, since the energy of both
orbitals increase to a similar extent. For bent acenes in the
triplet state, the spin becomes more localized with increasing
bend, whereas twisting produces an evenly distributed spin
delocalization. These findings can guide the synthesis of PAHs
with tailored properties.

Introduction

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are the ‘brick and
mortar’ of organic electronic devices, such as organic field effect
transistors (OFETs), organic solar cells, and organic light
emitting diodes (OLEDs).[1] PAHs tend to adopt a planar
conformation because of their sp2 hybridized backbone. Upon
functionalization or backbone extension, PAHs often adopted
twisted and/or bent conformations possessing properties that
have intrigued the scientific community and led to computa-
tional and synthetic studies of non-planar aromatics.[2] The main
question relates to how distorting (bending or twisting) an
aromatic molecule affects fundamental properties, such as the
delocalization and aromaticity of π-electrons.[1b,3] This question
is not addressed by the original definition of Hückel aromaticity,

which assumes spatial separation between the π and σ
frameworks.[2,4]

Following the introduction of twisted acenes (twistacenes)
by Pascal,[5] Norton and Houk conducted a computational study
on the effect of twisting on the electronic properties of
acenes.[1d] Bodwell introduced strained pyrene cyclophanes
(pyranophanes) with different degree of bending by controlling
the length of the connecting alkyl chain.[6] Both systems showed
that π delocalization and aromaticity are not impaired signifi-
cantly by distortion from planarity. In addition, Bodwell
demonstrated an increase in chemical reactivity upon
bending,[7] and Houk demonstrated that the HOMO-LUMO gap
slightly decreases with increasing distortion from planarity.[2,8]

Similar computational studies that were conducted on
cycloparaphenylenes (CPPs) revealed that decreasing the
number of benzene units, and consequently increasing the
curvature, increases the strain energy dramatically from 28 kcal/
mol for [20]CPP to 119 kcal/mol for [5]CPP, in addition to a
similar trend of decreasing HOMO-LUMO gap and a significant
decrease in fluorescence quantum efficiency, which was
explained by the quinoid character of CPPs increasing with
increasing deviation from planarity.[9] These changes in photo-
physical properties have also been noted in synthesized twist-
acenes, including in the tethered twistacenes that we intro-
duced previously.[1e,10] In the twistacene case, the reduction in
fluorescence quantum efficiency arose from stabilization of the
triplet state with increasing twist.[11]

The synthetic challenges for obtaining curved PAHs are
exemplified in the field of carbon nanobelts (CNBs).
Cyclacene[9a,20] and the “Vögtle belt”[12] are examples of desired
molecules that have not yet been synthesized.[9c,13] More
recently, CNBs have been synthesized successfully by the Itami
group, which synthesized armchair[9a] and zigzag[14] CNBs, by
Chi’s group, which synthesized pyrene sidewall fragment of a
carbon nanotube,[15] and by the Miao group, which synthesized
a chiral CNB.[16]
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The simplest way to induce distortion into a PAH backbone
is by bending or twisting it, each of which fundamentally and
uniquely changes the molecular geometry and symmetry. For
parent acenes, D2 symmetry is obtained upon twisting the four
terminal carbons (Figure 1, right), whereas C2V symmetry is
achieved upon bending (Figure 1, left). This difference should
be expressed in the electronic, (chiro)optical, and magnetic
properties of acenes, from dipole moment to spectroscopic
properties and optical activity. In addition, the extent of
delocalization of the π system is also expected to change upon
distortion.[2,4]

Acenes can be viewed as one-dimensional fragments of
nanographenes and, upon bending, as the most fundamental
fragment of zigzag carbon nanobelts. We therefore focussed on
acenes as a model system for bent and twisted PAHs.
Elucidating the isolated effects of such distortions is an
important aspect in the investigation of distorted PAHs. To that
end, we systematically and independently changed the twist
and bend angles of parent acenes of different lengths. The twist
angle was defined according to Pascal’s definition using the
four end carbons (ABCD) of the acene (Figure 1, right).[5a] The
bend angle was defined as the angle between the two planes
formed by each end carbon and the first carbon of the nearest
central acene ring, similarly to the approach described by
Bodwell and colleagues (Figure 1, left).[6] We performed most
computations using the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory, how-
ever, other methods (MP2, CAM-B3LYP, ωB97XD) were used for
comparison, with all producing similar trends. To compare
between acenes of different lengths, the results are normalized
per ring.

Results and Discussion

Examining the geometries obtained upon twisting and bending
(Figure 1), we note that the twist is evenly distributed end-to-
end along the acene backbone, whereas the bend does not
distribute evenly along the acene core, producing higher
distortion of the central rings compared with the terminal rings.

Relaxed scan calculations (the constraints are detailed in the
experimental section) revealed, as expected, that the strain
energy increases with increasing distortion from planarity. For
both bending and twisting, a strain energy of 15 kcal/mol is

reached only after a large distortion of ca. 30° per ring
(Figure 2), demonstrating that acenes can readily twist and
bend out of planarity. Therefore, both twisted and bent acenes
should be synthetically accessible. However, compared with
bent acenes, twistacenes show a more systematic increase in
strain, perhaps because of their uniform distortion from
planarity.

To validate the use of the B3LYP functional, we compared
the bending and twisting strain energies calculated for
anthracene at different levels of theory (Figure S1). The results
indicate that, for twisting of up to 10° and for bending of up to
15°, no significant change is observed between the levels of
theory, whereas for higher degrees of twisting and bending, the
MP2 method results in slightly higher energies (by up to 2 kcal/
mol) compared with the DFT methods.

A comparison of HOMO and LUMO energies (Figure 3)
shows that, for the bent acenes, both energies increase with
bending in a similar extent, resulting in a minor total change in

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of acene bending (left) and twisting (right).

Figure 2. Strain energy per ring for a) twisting and b) bending of acenes
calculated at B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory.

Figure 3. HOMO and LUMO energy levels of a) naphthalene, b) anthracene,
c) tetracene, and d) pentacene calculated at B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of
theory.[18]
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the HOMO-LUMO gap even for a bend of 30° per ring. This in in
contrast to the case of CPPs, where increased distortion results
in smaller calculated HOMO-LUMO gaps and increased wave-
lengths for the absorption maxima.[9e] Twisting, on the other
hand, results in a more significant decrease in the HOMO-LUMO
gap values, as the HOMO energy increases with twist while the
LUMO energy decreases. Moreover, it appears that longer
acenes are less affected and show smaller changes in their
HOMO-LUMO gaps upon distortion. For example, compared
with their planar counterparts, the HOMO-LUMO gap of twisted
naphthalene decreases by 0.24 eV, but for twisted pentacene
the decrease is only 0.04 eV. Here, we again compared the
different methods (B3LYP, ωB97XD and MP2) for the case of
naphthalene (Figure S3). The three methods resulted in qual-
itatively similar trends.

To gain a better understanding of the above-mentioned
trend, the HOMO and LUMO topologies of anthracene with 30°
twisting or bending per ring were examined and compared
with those of the planar molecule (Figure 4). For the twist-
acenes, the LUMO orbital is hardly affected by twisting, but the
distribution of the HOMO surface changes, with increasing
density on the central carbons (9 and 10 positions in
anthracene). Bent anthracene shows the opposite trend, with a
significant change in the LUMO orbital, whereas the HOMO
shows no observable change. These differences are a result of a
change in π-orbital overlap: bending increases the distance
between adjacent nodes in one plane while decreasing the
distance between adjacent nodes in the opposite plane (and
therefore increasing or decreasing the overlap respectively). In
contrast, twisting increases the distance between adjacent
nodes in both planes evenly, since twisting is more symmetric
compared with bending (twisting results in D2 symmetry and
bending in C2V symmetry, Figure 5a). However, both bending
and twisting result in π and σ mixing (or re-hybridization), thus
affecting the HOMO and LUMO energy levels and decreasing
the HOMO-LUMO gap (Figure 5b).[1b,e,17]

To estimate the degree of π and σ mixing at 30° distortion
per ring, we extracted the angles between adjacent carbons on
the acene backbone. For all twistacenes, a range of 116° to 120°
was found, where the most distorted carbons were those
connecting the rings. According to Haddon,[17b] an angle of 116°
is equivalent to only 0.1 s-character in the π orbital. In the case
of bent acenes, two trends emerged: the central rings show a
higher degree of s-character compared with the terminal rings
because of their higher distortion from planarity, and for longer
acenes the deviation from sp2 hybridization is smaller (Table 1).
The maximal deviation from aromaticity occurs in naphthalene
and anthracene, which also have 0.1 s-character in the π orbital,
whereas tetracene and pentacene maintain a nearly completely
sp2 character, especially in their terminal rings.

For a quantitative assessment of the s orbital contribution
upon distortion from planarity, we have extracted the non-zero
s coefficients for the HOMO and LUMO orbitals (Figure S4, see
ESI). For anthracene with 30° per ring twist, the s coefficients
are 0.02 for the HOMO and 0.08 for the LUMO, while for
bending (30° per ring) results in s coefficients of 0.05 for the
HOMO and 0.06 for the LUMO. This indicates that upon twisting
the s orbital contribution in the LUMO is more significant than
for the HOMO, while no clear trend is observed upon bending.

Next, we compared the energy difference between the
singlet ground state and the lowest triplet state (ΔETS). The
absolute energy for the triplet ground state also increases with
increasing distortion from planarity (Figure S2), however at a

Figure 4. Anthracene HOMO and LUMO orbitals in a planar geometry and
with a 30° bend or twist calculated at B3LYP/6-31G(d). Isovalue=0.02
electrons/bohr3.

Figure 5. Orbital change upon bending and twisting a π system. Adapted
from Ref. [16a].

Table 1. Angles of the most-distorted carbons upon bending acene to 30°
per ring.

Central ring [°] Terminal ring [°]

Naphthalene 116 –
Anthracene 116 118
Tetracene 117 119
Pentacene 117 120
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slower extent than the absolute singlet energy (Figure 6).
Moreover, the decrease in ΔETS is more pronounced for
bending, whereas twisting results in a very slight decrease. The
decrease in ΔETS is more significant for the smaller acenes
(naphthalene and anthracene). While in all cases ΔETS is too

large to enable a significant contribution from the triplet state,
these results imply that the diradical character of open shell
acenes can be tuned by distorting them from planarity.[19] It is
noteworthy that the longer acenes display a more pronounced
triplet character in their planar conformation (ΔETS is smaller).[1f]

The triplet state was further characterized by visualizing the
spin density. As shown in Figure 7, twisting results in increased
spin density on the terminal rings. However, upon bending, a
significant portion of the spin density is located on the central
ring, which consequently exhibits increased diradical character.
This finding arises from the non-uniform nature of the bend,
which distorts the central ring to a greater extent than the
other rings.

Differential effects of twisting compared with bending are
also observed in the calculated dipole moment (μ). Whereas
twisting acenes does not result in a net dipole moment because
of their D2 symmetric backbone, bending acenes produces a
dipole moment, which increases with bend angle (Figure 8).
Moreover, the larger the acene is, the greater the increase of
the dipole moment, since it is proportional to both distance
and charge (m ¼ q � d). For long acenes (tetracene and penta-
cene), μ decreases when the bend exceeds 25° per ring,
probably because of a counter effect of the terminal rings in
the direction perpendicular to the bend.

To evaluate the effect of twisting and bending on
conjugation and aromaticity, bond length alternation (BLA) and
nucleus-independent chemical shifts (NICS) calculations were
performed. For the BLA calculations, bonds of both singlet and
triplet states were analysed (Figures S5–S8) revealing a minor
change of 0.01–0.06 Å between the planar acenes and acenes
twisted or bent by 30°. Thus, the BLA data indicate bonds
remain in the aromatic region (1.36–1.47 Å).[4] Nevertheless, the
BLA trend is consistent with the previously discussed spin
density, in that the isolated diradical triplet state increases for
the bent acenes (as indicated by elongation of the central
bonds and formation of an isolated benzene-like ring on the
terminal rings).

Bending the backbone changes the curvature of the rings
such that their outer surface becomes convex while their inner
surface becomes concave.[2] The NICS calculations show a clear
trend: as the degree of bending increases, NICS measured with
the probe positioned 1 Å above the convex molecular plane
(i. e., NICS(1)) increases with increasing bend (Figure 9), and it
does so to a larger extent for the longer acenes (from 30% in
naphthalene to 60% in pentacene). In addition, the central
rings of bent acenes appear to be significantly more affected
(by 10–15%) than the terminal rings, probably because they
undergo the most significant geometric change upon bending.
This result indicates an overall decrease in π-delocalization with
bending. However, in some part the significant increase is a
result of the increasing distance between the dummy atoms
and the π-orbitals, and both effects are cumulative. In the same
manner, NICS(� 1) slightly decreases (by up to 10%) with
increasing bend due to its growing proximity to the centre of
the aromatic system. In this case, the decrease in π-delocaliza-
tion is slightly reduced by the opposing effect of the dummy
atoms increasing proximity to the aromatic center.

Figure 6. The energy gap between the singlet ground state and the lowest
triplet state (ΔETS) of a) bent and b) twisted acenes calculated with B3LYP/6-
31G(d) level of theory.

Figure 7. Spin density of the triplet state in twisted and bent anthracene
calculated at B3LYP/6-31G (d) level of theory. A representative resonance
structure is presented below the structures. Density j isovalue j is 0.02
electrons/bohr3.

Figure 8. Dipole moment of bent acenes calculated with B3LYP/6-31G(d).
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Conclusion

Using quantum chemical methods, we investigated how the
extent of twisting and bending acenes of various sizes affects
their magnetic and electronic properties. We conclude that,
even for a high degree of distortion from planarity (30° per
ring), the different acenes maintain a substantial amount of the
aromatic character and π orbital delocalization, as well as their
singlet nature. Moreover, distortion to such a degree requires
relatively little energy.

Twisting results in D2 symmetry whereas bending results in
C2V symmetry, and this difference is also reflected in our results.
Examination of the change in orbitals upon bending and
twisting reveals that, whereas bending produces a significant
change in the LUMO orbitals, twisting mostly affects the HOMO
orbitals. In both cases, increasing distortion leads to a small
mixing of the σ and π orbitals (less than 0.1 s-character). When
twisting, the HOMO energy increases (or remains unchanged)
with increasing twist, while the LUMO energy decreases,
resulting in an overall total decrease in the HOMO-LUMO gap.
However, bending induces a similar extent of increase in both
the HOMO and LUMO energies, with only a subtle overall
change in the orbital energies. Whereas twisting is evenly
distributed across the acene backbone, bending in not uniform
and results in a greater distortion of the central rings. This
distortion affects mainly the triplet state, whose spin becomes
more localized to the central ring for bent acenes. Furthermore,
for both bending and twisting, the energy gap between the
lowest singlet and triplet energy levels (ΔETS) decreases. Overall,
by showing how bending and twisting affect the electronic and
magnetic properties of nonplanar acenes, the results presented
here can serve as design principles for nonplanar PAHs.

Experimental Section
All calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 16[20] program
applying density functional theory (DFT).[21] All molecules were
optimized using a hybrid density functional and Becke’s three-
parameter exchange functional combined with the LYP correlation
functional (B3LYP) and with the 6-31G(d) basis set because of its
reliability and widespread use for aromatic systems.[22] Some
calculations were optimized using ωB97XD, CAM-B3LYP[23] and
Møller–Plesset theory (MP2). All bent molecules were optimized
using restricted and unrestricted calculations, to show non-
energetic differences.

Twisting was induced through a scan of the end-to-end dihedral
angle (angle ABCD) of the acenes (Figure 1), whereas bending
required manual modification of the modelled distance between
the end carbons (AB and CD) and the application of constraints on
the end-to-end dihedral angle to prevent twisting (dihedral angle
ABCD that was set to 0°).

NICS computations were conducted using NMR calculations and
dummy atoms located in the centre of each ring of the acene (NICS
(0)), as well as 1 Å above the first dummy atom (NICS(1)), and 1 Å
below the first dummy atom (NICS(-1)),. It should be noted that as
the molecules are bent from planarity, they develop a convex outer
surface and a concave inner surface. Consequently, as bending
increases, the distance of the NICS(1) dummy atom located above
the convex surface increases to >1 Å, whereas the distance of the
NICS(� 1) dummy atom located below the concave surface
decreases to <1 Å. This likely affects the accuracy of the
calculations and results in higher NICS values.
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